mediums and messages

Allison Parrish
"what is happening that I can't perceive?"

distant event

perception and report of event
teleesthesia
Interactive Telesthesia Program
extrasensory perception
the medium

• something distant or otherwise imperceptible

• the afterlife

• the subconscious ("second self")

• etc.
scrying
séance/spiritualism
Fox sisters
spirit boards
automatic writing
(accessing the subconscious)
The attitude of convicted believers in spiritual life towards the blind leaders of the blindlyagnetic in spiritual matters should be that of the Seers to those yet in the dark, as full of loominess and tenderness as one who sees to those heeds of sight. Eager to remove their inability, but patient with their natural mistakes and dels.
Les Champs magnétiques

Préface de Philippe Audoin

nrf

Poésie / Gallimard
not "writing" but "receiving"
Zener cards
paranormal cognition is produced collaboratively
psychic proposes information

sitter confirms?

yes ➔ psychic attributes to source

no ➔ repair

(3.28)  SD:3/M:Aud (Ethnographic notes)

[a]
T1  PP: Did he save coins in a jar?
T2  R: Yes
T3  PP: he says “I want them back”

[b]
T1  PP: have you got a photo in your drawer?
T2  R: Yes
T3  PP: He’s been looking

[c]
T1  PP: You’ve felt a prod on your shoulder
T2  R: Yes
T3  PP She says “that’s me”
(7.3) (SD:2/F:Aud (DS))

M: 'hh and who lived at number seventeen.
   (1.8)
S: I don’t know. doris,
   (0.4)
M: Or number seven could it be?
   (0.5)
S: I lived at number seven.=
M: =Sa-, sorry, I thought you said seventeen=>they said, “why don’t you listen?”